PERFECTLY CLEAN - FOR SURE

Recommended Cleaning & Care
BUZIL-WERK Wagner GmbH & Co. KG

WOODEN FLOORS, WAXED
The look and wear resistance of solid wooden flooring varies depending on the type of wood used. There are different designs
of wooden floor, such as herringbone, long-plank flooring and
small-block parquet among others. To deepen the colour and for
protection, woods are often treated with wax that may contain
stain. Wax combinations made from natural waxes or traditional
floor waxes are popular. Waxed woods are sensitive to moisture;
in contrast to untreated wood, the waxed surface can be dusted
with a slightly dampened mop. Wax polishes are used for care,
and these need to be dry polished after application. As all types
of wooden floors are sensitive to moisture, prolonged exposure
to wet must be avoided. Aqueous cleaning agents should be
used in the cleaning process.

CLEANING
DEEP CLEANING

Pick up loose dirt, and
remove any mortar,
plaster residue, and
colour stains manually
using a scraper.

Dirt

Treatment

RESIDUE FROM CARE PRODUCTS

Spray the wood flooring cleaner onto the
floor covering undiluted (in sections of
approximately 2m²).

in the form of coatings and care products,
can be removed using Parquet Stripper
G 400.
PLEASE NOTE: ensure sufficient ventilation
and do not smoke!

Cleaning device

Deep clean the covering using a single-disc machine and a blue/green pad.
Replace the pad regularly.

INTENSIVE CLEANING
Dirt
Pick up loose dirt, and
remove any mortar,
plaster residue, and
colour stains manually
using a scraper.

Treatment

Cleaning device

HEAVIER DIRT
like protein, oil and grease or foodstuff
residue e.g. coffee, red wine etc. or dirt in
areas with high footfall, can be treated by
intensive cleaning using Buzilin G 320.

Only apply product onto the floor undiluted and in sections, and clean it using
the single-disc machine and a red pad.
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CONTINUED: CLEANING FOR WOODEN FLOORS
DAILY ROUTINE CLEANING

Pick up loose dirt, and
remove any mortar,
plaster residue, and
colour stains manually
using a scraper.

Dirt

Treatment

ORGANIC/INORGANIC CONTAMINATION

Solid wood floors must ONLY be lightly
sprayed and wiped

Products with a significant care element
such as Suwi Glanz G 210 or Buz® Soap G
240 wipe care products are suitable for daily
routine cleaning.

Cleaning device

PLEASE NOTE: regular polishing improves the appearance of the floors, and is
recommended for retaining the value of
the solid wood floor.

CARE
INITIAL TREATMENT
Care

Treatment

Cleaning device

Spray a thin layer of the undiluted product onto the floor covering.
Perform initial treatment on the dried floor covering using
Buzilin G 320.
Polish to a gloss using a single-disc
machine and polishing brush/pad.

The products named above are examples of usable buzil products. Always test the compatibility of the material to be treated with the cleaning or care product in an inobtrusive
area first. Always use our products in accordance with the content of the product information. All datasheets are available online at www.buzil.de/en. Our Application
Technology team will be very happy to help if you have any questions, and can be reached by phone on +49 8331 930-6, fax on +49 8331 930-883, or email at awt@buzil.de.
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